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Abstract
In the current wave of economic instability, the world is witnessing significant
economic progress in the sub-Saharan Africa. In this particular part of the world
among the best performing developing economies, Ethiopia’s progress is con-
sidered as an example for achievements in the region in last decade. The gov-
ernment of Ethiopia believes in building huge infrastructures in the whole coun-
try and especially in the economically vital geographies like the capital Addis
Ababa. The project I have proposed aims to contribute to the smooth function-
ing of the Addis Light Rail Transit after its launch. This bachelor’s thesis in-
tends to design and develop an application based on the technology of web ser-
vices for Internet and smart phone users. So the App updates data on the arrival
of a train on a particular station, in the case of unlikely delay the app informs
the users on new schedules. The application provides a functionality to search
for available upcoming journeys and allows the customers to pay for the jour-
ney from the device they are having on their hand. Finally, the project provides
insights on the usability of the implemented applications based on summative
evaluation technique. 
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1 Introduction
In the current worldwide economic instability, the world is witnessing signifi-
cant economic progress in the sub-Saharan Africa. History has proved that no
economy finds to its incline without hard work and good governance. In the
African continent among the best performing developing economies, Ethiopian
Progress is considered as an example for what is going around the region. The
government of Ethiopia believes in building enough infrastructures in the whole
country and specially in the economically vital geographies like the capital Ad-
dis Ababa. It is a well-known fact that the Growth and Transformation Plan (or
GTP)[4] is among the revolutionary kind of government’s plan in turning the
history of the country away from the prevailing abject poverty. In the GTP one
of the projects believed to be crucial for the country has been the Light Rail
Transit (LRT) [1] in Addis Ababa. 

The project proposed in this bachelor thesis aims to contribute to the smooth
functioning of the system after its launch. The motivation of the project has
been brought from developed countries such as Sweden where I observed how
the mobile  applications  and computers  ease the transportation especially for
customers using trains in big cities. Using the app it is possible to check what
time it takes from one station to another. For example if person x is moving
from current neighborhood “CMC” to another neighborhood “Saris” , I assume
he needs to use two trains to arrive to his destination. The app figures out the
timing of the trains and tells him what time the person can arrive at its destina-
tion.  Furthermore, the app provides information on the arrival times on each
station. In the case of delay the app informs the users on new schedules.  Fi-
nally, the ultimate aim of the app is to provide quality service to the community
and participate in smoothing of transportation by Addis Light Rail Transit.

1.1 Background and problem motivation

In the sub-Saharan Africa the population of Ethiopia is the second biggest num-
bering more than 90 million.  As in the population of any other third world pop-
ulation the highest percentage (more than 50% in the case of Ethiopia) [2] of
the population constitute young people.  When it comes to the biggest and capi-
tal  city of the country,  Addis Ababa, the population rich or poor the mobile
phones are part of their life.  Locally assembled smart phones and cheap smart-
phones from China are the increasingly common cellphones besides Apples and
Samsung’s products. Providing an app that could help this community to follow
train activities in the city could ease the transportation in the newly built LRT
transportation from the point of view of the customers.

1.2 Overall aim

The goal of this Bachelors thesis has been to develop an application for an Ad-
dis Ababa Light Train Transportation. The application allows the customers to
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schedule their timings and buy tickets. Therefore, to that end in this project I
design and develop a web based application and an android app to help the cus-
tomers  of  the  company schedule  light  train  timings  and buy ticket  on  their
Smartphones and computers.  More to the point, the overall aim of the project
has been to come up with an application which could serve the community in
better way considering the existing technology in the country.  

1.3 Scope

The project has its focus on implementing an application that could allow the
customers of the company to fetch information and pay for a trip.  The Addis
Ababa Light Train Project is on test phase at this moment and the company
which administers the service has not yet been assigned so which means there is
a little issue to get information from one source and deliver the outputs. There-
fore, I have decided to simulate the back end of the system so that it could eas-
ily be brought into the real scenario when the entire Addis Ababa Light Train
Transportation project is done. So within the scope of the project are web based
application for computer, android apps  and simulation back-end. Testing the
applications in a practical scenario is not within the scope. 

1.4 Concrete and verifiable goals 

 The concrete and verifiable goals of the project are:

1.To design and develop application which perform these tasks.

Get Information on Stations, departing, arriving Trains, and Prices: The applica-
tion fetches data from the databank of the company to update its customers with
recent and valuable information. 

Buy Train Tickets:  The application provides a functionality to search for avail-
able upcoming journeys and allows them to pay for the journey from the device
they are having on their hand. 

Customer Service:  Get  General  information.  Ask questions and get  answers.
Links to valuable resources. 

2.To make the app as important as possible for every sect of the community for
example  ethnic  groups,  the  disabled  and so  on,  multi-language features  has
been integrated.

3.Evaluate the implemented application based on its usability. 

2
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1.5 Outline

Chapter 2 describes related works and technologies. In the related work Stock-
holm Trevlig and VR Mobile has been briefly explained. The rest of the chapter
presents technologies used in the implementation for example Android, Web
services, Web Technologies,… etc.

Chapter 3 describes the methodology of the approach to achieve the goals in
this Bachelor thesis.

Chapter 4 describes the design and implementation of the applications.

Chapter 5 presents results for the project goals mentioned in this chapter.

Chapter 6 describes the conclusion which has been drawn from the previous
chapters.

3
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2 Related work
In this chapter literature review of the related works, related technologies and
technologies utilized in the implementation of this project have been explained.
However the kind of application implemented in this project is unique when it
comes to the situation on the ground in the third world countries specifically re-
lated to those countries known as Sub-Saharan countries.  Therefore, I have pre-
sented related works from the developed countries, Sweden and  Finland  

2.1 Related Applications

Addis LRT is the first  of its kind in the Sub-Saharan Africa after the South
Africa.  This  makes  it  impossible  to  present  related  applications  from  very
closely related communities.  Therefore,  similar  applications from Stockholm
and Finland public transport services have been briefly explained.

2.1.1 SL-STKHLM TREVLIG 

SL –STKLM TREVLIG is an application which helps its customers to plan 
journey using data from Stockholm Public Transport (or known as SL- Stock-
holm Lokaltrafik). 

SL-STKLM TREVLIG (See Figure 1) is an open source application licensed 
under Apache License 2.0.  SL- STKLM TREVLIG application has two parts 
the client and the back end[11].  The back end handles API calls, deals with 
caching and adds functionality that are not provided by APIs.
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Figure 1: Figure

2.2 VR

VR Mobile is an application for searching timetables; buy domestic long-dis-
tance tickets and commuter zone area tickets and reserve seats for multi-tickets 
in the entire Finland and journey to the neighboring countries such as Russia. 
The application has up-to-date services information on rail services, live train 
updates, station contact information, services and opening hours.

VR Mobile provides the following services to the customers [3] See Figure 2.

• Search Trains Times

• Buy most long-distance tickets and zone tickets for commuter traffic

• Reserve Seats When traveling with a multi-ticket

• Buy special offer tickets

• Save favorite trips when logged

• View traffic bulletins and live train updates.
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Figure 2

2.3 Technologies

The implementation part of this project requires basic knowledge of the tech-
nologies for example Android, Web Services (REST and SOAP), HTML, and 
JavaScript and so on. In this section these technologies have been explained 
briefly. 

2.3.1 Android 

Android is an open source mobile platform first created by Android Inc., and
bought by Google Inc.  in 2005. Google Inc. Claims that Android powers hun-
dreds of millions devices in more than 190 countries across around the world.
According the Google Inc. everyday more than a million devices are activated
worldwide [7].  As compared to other operating systems for example Apple’s
iOS, Android is a java based language and it is executed in Virtual Machines.
Developing for Android powered devices have a number of advantages. One of
the advantages of android platform is its openness. Moreover, Android run on
Java which is one of the most widely used language.  

Android is built on the top of Linux kernel equipped with various drivers. Di-
rectly on the top of Linux server comes the middle ware containing application
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framework, libraries and Android run time. On the upper layer of the platform
architecture comes the apps (See figure 3). 

Figure 3

The building blocks of Android Application are Activities , Intents , services
and content providers.

2.3.1.1 Activities

An interface of Android application is made of a least an Activity. Internally
each user interface on Android is represented by an activity. Application could
have one or more activities.  Each activity has a life cycle. The life cycle of an
activity is different from life cycle of an application. Accordingly, even if the
activity is stopped, an application my be running.   

OnCreate(Bundle):  

This method is invoked once when the application is initialized. Entities that
stay more or less unchangeable throughout different stages of application are
defined here.

7
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onStart():   This method is  invoked when the application is  about  to be dis-
played.

onResume(): This method is invoked after the application has called onStart()
and when the application is ready to communicate with the user.

onPause(): This method is invoked when another activity overrides the current
activity and the current activity stays in the  background.

onStop(): This method is invoked when the activity is no more active but stays
in the memory;

onRestart(): this method is called when the activity is started again from the
memory after onStop().

onDestroy(): Invoked to kill a running application.

2.3.1.2 Intents 

Intent is a mechanism for describing a specific action, such as” pick a photo”,
”phone home”, or ”open the pod bay doors.”[9]. Intents are system messages,
running around the inside of the device, notifying application of various events,
from hardware  state  changes  (e.g.,  an  SD  card  was  inserted),  to  incoming
data(e.g, an SMS message arrived) to application events (e.g. your activity was
launched from the devices main menu)[10]

2.3.1.3 Services 

Services are background process having no direction interaction with the users.
As compared to activities services are long running. Services are much like dae-
mon in the UNIX like operating system. Based on messages from services ap-
plication could trigger another task. For example a service could check weather
prediction every 10min, A service which plays an a music even if the activity is
not displayed. 

2.3.1.4 Content Providers 

Content providers are data available for more than one application through cus-
tom API. In here content providers for Contacts are the best example of content
provider api.

2.3.2 Web Services 

A web service is a software component stored on one computer that can be ac-
cessed by an application (or other software component) on another computer

8
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over a network [5]. Web Services are generally divided into two groups, SOAP-
based and REST-style. Web Services uses technologies such as XML, JSON
and HTTP.  Web services provide a distributed loosely coupled computation
where one of the entities which is known as the consumer or requester send
message to the other entity known as web service host which takes in the re-
quest and responds over the web. Using web services provides the following
advantages,  Interoperability  between  different  legacy  systems,  efficient  re-
source utilization in cases where a less powerful machine and more power ma-
chine need to work together and the messages in the web services are structured
texts (XML), human readable.

2.3.2.1 SOAP 

SOAP (also known as Simple Object Access Protocol) is a platform –indepen-
dent  protocol  that  uses  XML to  interact  with  web  services,  typically  using
HTTP [5].  SOAP could  be  taken  as  just  another  XML formatted  language
where the messages exchanged are human readable texts. Since the messages
exchanged in a SOAP protocol are human, computer readable and platform in-
dependent texts, firewalls don’t bar these HTTP messages.  

Figure 4 Architecture of Typical SOAP based web service 

2.3.2.2 REST 

REST (also known as Representational State Transfer) is an architectural Style
for implementing web services. In contrary to SOAP which is a protocol by it-
self, REST is not a protocol by itself but implemented based on web standards.
Furthermore, the messages in REST –style web services may not necessarily be
an XML but could be JSON or other formats. REST uses the well-known verbs
or methods of HTTP shown in the Table 1 

9
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As compared to SOAP , which has immensely evolved since the inception of
the concept, REST has the following goals and advantages[14]: 

• Scalability of component interactions, 

• Generality of interfaces, 

• Independent deployment of components, 

• and intermediary components to reduce interaction latency, enforce se-
curity, and encapsulate legacy systems.

             Moreover, when it comes to the implementation REST-style API’s are
relatively easier to develop.

2.3.3 HTML 

The HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is the publishing language of the
World Wide Web and it is one of the main components of the Open Web Plat-
form [16]. The Hypertext Markup Language is the set of markup symbols or
codes inserted in a file intended for display on a World Wide Web browser
page. The markup tells the Web browser how to display a Web page's words and
images for the user. Each individual markup code is referred to as an element
(but many people also refer to it as a tag). Some elements come in pairs that in-
dicate when some display effect is to begin and when it is to end. HTML is a
formal Recommendation by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and is
generally adhered to by the major browsers, Microsoft's Internet Explorer and
Netscape's Navigator, which also provide some additional non-standard codes.
[8]

2.3.4 JavaScript 

JavaScript is an interpreted programming / script language from Net-
scape [15]. It is somewhat similar in capability to Microsoft's Visual Ba-
sic, Sun's Tcl, the UNIX-derived Perl, and IBM's REXX. In general, script

10
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languages are easier and faster to code in than the more structured and
compiled languages such as C and C++. Script languages generally take
longer  to  process  than  compiled  languages,  but  are  very  useful  for
shorter programs. JavaScript is used in Web site development to do such
things as:

· Automatically change a formatted date on a Web page
· Cause a linked-to page to appear in a pop up window
· Cause text

2.3.5 Usability Test

Usability is an attribute to determine the ease of human-made products such as
application software, websites, or tools. Today, usability is of a fundamental at-
tribute to judge quality of software systems [13]. Usability Testing refers to
evaluating a product or service by testing it with representative users [12]. 

Usability Evaluation Method (or UEM) refers to those methodologies employed
to  study  the  usability  of  a  particular  product.  According  to  Gray  and
Salzman(1998),  the  term  usability  evaluation  method  (UEM)  refer  to  any
method or technique used to perform usability evaluation (i.e., usability testing)
of an interaction design at any stage of its development. UEM doesn’t not have
a  common  standard  for  evaluating  applications  however  according  to
Scrivn(1967) there are two approaches formative evaluation  and summation
evaluation. 

Formative evaluation is done during development to improve a design. This ap-
proach focuses on pinpointing usability problems to handle them so that inter-
action design can be improved. 

Summation evaluation is the kind of evaluation carried out after development to
assess  a  design.  This  is  an  approach  taken  to  assess  the  level  of  usability
achieved in the application design. 

11
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3 Methodology
This chapter explains the approaches I have taken to achieve the goals listed out
in chapter one. In addition, it presents the technologies I have deployed to im-
plement the system expected.   The implementation phase of the project  has
been divided into three distinct periods. In the first phase the back end has been
developed. The back end is a simulation environment build on Oracle database.
In the database I store simulation data such as train, route, schedule, station  and
GPS information. In addition, I set up a simulation environment for payments
of tickets. On the top of the database are built Restful web services which could
allow securely access the database. In the second phase the front end has been
implemented. The front end consists of a web application and android app. In
the third phase and final stage, report writing, documentation and testing has
been carried out.  Full project plan for this Bachelors thesis work has been sub-
mitted separately.  The overall diagram of the project has been illustrated in fig-
ure 5.

Figure 5 Components within the LRT 

3.1 Back end

The back end of the application has been intended to run on the existing data-
base of the company which will be hired to take over the administration of the
Addis Ababa Light Train Transportation.   However, due to the fact that at this
stage of the project pilot testing and transition in service administration is tak-
ing over that a single source of information can’t be found as well as a company
who claims for service delivery has not yet taken its office so I have decided to
simulate all the information.

For the simulation I have installed oracle database and build web services on
the top of it. In the database I store train information, route information, station
information, GL account information for online payments and so on.  This in-

12
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formation is accessed through web services in a secure manner.  In the practical
scenario, the web services from the company which has been made to adminis-
ter Addis Ababa Light Train Transportation would provide the API’s.  In the im-
plementation of the back end I assume that the trains are equipped with GPS
devices which feed live and precise information about the trains to the database.
So the timings are made as accurate as possible based on the GPS data readings
from the database.

      

3.2 Front end 

 Addis LRT transportation Information services have been made to be accessed
through mobile devices and computer on the Internet.  In this case, I have de-
veloped a web application which would serve as a web page for the service ad-
ministrator’s company plus a place where customers could fetch information
and buy tickets.  In addition, Android application has been developed for on
move customers. As compared to other competitive technologies, web applica-
tion for desktop and android apps are by for very common. 

3.3 Online Payments 

The  financial  sector  in  Ethiopia  has  been  advancing  immensely  in  the  last
couple years. Most of the Banks have move on to core banking software and
they are in fact improving a few steps ahead of the mind-set of the community.
Addis has the largest number of banks out of all the cities in the country plus
the population could be considered as familiar to these technologies.   This sort
of online payment could be carried out with one of the banks in the practical
scenario however in this thesis I assume to have the secure online payment sys-
tem which I simulate and affect accounts in the oracle database.  

3.4 Tools and Technologies 

In the implementation of the project I have employed popular technologies to
achieve the goals and serve the customers in better way. To implement the sys-
tem  I  have  used  NetBeans  IDE  7.1.1,  Oracle  11g  and  Eclipse  Indigo.
Moreover, I have used HTML 5, Java, JavaScript, XML, Android and Web Ser-
vice technologies.  

3.5 Additional Features 

I believe that customers of Addis Light Rail Transit come from different back-
ground and also do have their own difficulty to consume mainstream services
provided in English or Amharic (the official language). Therefore, I have added

13
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the feature to reach such community by adding multi-language (three local lan-
guage) features.  

3.6 Usability Test 

The usability test of the application implemented has been achieved through a
survey I carry with actual customers in Addis Ababa city. For this case I ran-
domly chose 50 subjects from different areas of life and interview their feed-
back. 

In the usability test the following are important points to draw:

• How long does it take for subjects to complete a task if they succeeded
in completing a particular task.

• Satisfaction of the subjects with the application

• Sort out any changes required to improve user experience 

• Evaluate the performance if it meets usability objectives

14
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4 Design and Implementation
In this chapter the project design and implementation has been presented.  The
Overall design aims of this chapter have been summarized in figure 2.  Custom-
ers could get the service either on their Smart phone or Computer (Internet).
The android app is developed using eclipse so doing that I believe I can exploit
full potential of the Android Platform as opposed to relying on cross platform
frameworks such Phone Gap [] where  the developer is left with compromise.
The Application fetch data through Web services. Web services provide a secure
mechanism to communicate data over the Internet.

4.1 Android App

In this project Android has been favoured over other competitive platforms such
as IPhone and Windows partly because Android is the cheapest of all the plat-
forms to carry out implementation and partly because I believe Android is the
most  widely  used  Platform.   The  application  implemented  in  this  section
provides the following services to the customers: Search a trip, save favourite
rout, view map of particular stations, Details of the path between two stations
and keeps record of search history. 

15
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4.2 Search 

Customers are provided with real time information about train schedules in par-
ticular stations.  In this case when the customers want to know the list of sched-
ule between two station, she feeds in the name of the two stations. The applica-
tion lists out auto completing in both applications. So the search button for-
wards the customer to a page containing a list of trips in the next one hour de-
pending on the size of the list.  Moreover, since this is the first page it contains
taps to switch between languages [three local languages—Amharic, Oromifa
and Tigrigna]. 

4.3 List of Immediate Schedules

The results of the search are shown in a page containing list of train schedules.
The list could turn out empty or provides a list of trains schedule within the
next one hour. Furthermore,   each item of the list could be opened in a separate
page. This provides detailed information of the trip, for example the minutes it
takes from one station to the other for those stations laying in between the be-
ginning and the destination. 

4.4 List of Schedules in a Particular Schedule

The customers could also fetch and see all the schedules in a particular date.
The customers are supposed to enter the date, the beginning station and the des-
tination station. This list of trips could further be examined going to the details
in the previous case. 

4.5 Detail Information of a Trip

Detail of a particular trip shows a graphical representation of the link between
the two stations. In the link all the stations are represented in small circles and
the time the train takes to move from one station to another is shown.  

4.6 Route Map

In here the route linking the beginning station and the destination station will be
displayed on embedded and customized Google Map [link]. This will show all
the important nodes located on the route plus closer neighbourhoods where cus-
tomers could walk in from the nearby stations. 

16
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4.7 History 

Customers  could  select  routes  and save  in  the  favourite  section.  The  saved
routes  are  always  updated  with  current  as  well  as  upcoming  schedules  and
shown to the customers as compared to carrying out search from the scratch by
entering the current address and destination address. Moreover, previous search
destination will be saved for future use. In here I save the last five recent destin-
ation searches. The history eases the search process for repeated search which is
most certainly the case for most customers. 

4.8 Online Payments 

In the context of Ethiopia as in most developing countries the mechanisms of
payments  are  mostly  traditional  using  cash.  Nevertheless,  recently  the  state
banks and private banks have implemented other sort of payments for example
mobile banking and Internet Banking. Moreover, the E-commerce is also part of
the recent developments. Therefore, in the practical scenario I expect to so no
obstacle to pay tickets online for such purposes. However, in this project I im-
plement a simulation to achieve this goal. 

Figure 7 Online Payments -Train Ticket

4.9 Location Tracking 

In this project I assume that train schedules are fixed in number and in time
however there could happen delays that would impact on the quality of the ser-
vice. In this case, assuming the trains have GPS which could provide real time
location feedback customers are provided with adjusted arrival times.  This sec-
tion of the project is also simulated.

Figure 8 Location Adjustment 
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4.10 Web Application 

The other way customers could get train schedules and related information is
through a web application. The functions in the web application are the replica
of the mobile application. I have used JSP, XML, HTML, Java and Java Script.
Besides the web application intended to serve the customers, a page for entering
schedule information for administrators has been developed. 

4.11 Web Services 

NetBeansTM provides the most convenient and easy steps to generate JAX-WS
web services on a top of a relational database entities. In here the web service
invocation operations are represented in XML based technology, REST. 

RESTful api I develop in here  provides a secure mechanism to run GET, PUT,
POST and DELETE  methods on the oracle database through a web application.
The android application and web application uses these operations to securely
access the database.  
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5 Results
In this chapter the overall deliverables of this bachelor’s thesis has been presen-
ted.  The results presented in this section has been divided into four subsections
in which each section corresponds each goal short-listed in Chapter one.  The
first subsection presents the Android App, the second section presents the web
application, the third section presents the administrators page and the final sub-
section presents the usability test survey results.

Addis LRT Travel Advisor is a web and mobile app developed to assist the cus-
tomers of the newly built Light Rail Transit urban transportation system in Ad-
dis Ababa.  Using the web and mobile app presented in here customers could
fetch schedules  and pay tickets as well as administrators could update informa-
tion. Each of the components of this application has been exhaustively built al-
though in some parts due to lack of information space has been left for future
update. For example in the web app only the functionalities built replicate the
mobile app has been given focus so the rest of information such as contents of
the web application has been left for future update.

5.1 Android Application 

Android application comes up  full-fledged functionalities ready for deploy-
ment. The app has been prepared in multiple local languages. Moreover, cus-
tomers could carry out payments with scratch cards. In general  Android applic-
ation has six main Activities:

5.1.1 Main Activity

This is the first interface the users find when the app is launched. It provides
components to search schedules and menus to other Activities. See figure 9
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Figure 9 Main Activity

5.1.2 Recent History 

This activity most recent searches by the mobile users and allows them to reuse
these lists for future. See figure 10
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Figure 10 Recent Activity

 

Figure 10 Recent History Activity

5.1.3 Favorite Routs: 

Favourite rout stores those trips the user has added them as one’s favourite.
These list of favourite trips are updated when the user adds a new trip on the list
and also the user could delete the entries.  This activity provides an advantage
over simple search since could consume this list to check his trip schedule or
check out in the future. See Figure 11
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Figure 11 Favourite routs Activity

5.1.4 Information

Customers could get general information about the services offered by the ap-
plication.   Moreover, it provides information where to find detailed help.
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Figure 12 Information Page

 

5.1.5 Language 

Language Activity list out available languages to choose from in order to get
services from the application.  See figure 13
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 Figure 13 Language Activity

5.1.6 About

Displays the general information about ownership of the application and ver-
sion

5.1.7 Ticket Payment 

Ticket Payments are carried out through the app using the scratch mobile card
which are normally used to refill balance. The user enters the number from the
scratch cards then he receives an sms ticket. For this section only the front end
has been prepared, see the figure 14
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Figure 14

5.2 Web Application 

The application as compared to the mobile application provides more space and
other resources. Since the company owns the information to be shown to its
customers, in here only the functionalities has been added. The contents of the
pages are left for deployment phase with the company. The results has been dis-
played in figure 15&16.
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5.3 Administration 

The administration page is the control panel for the back end of the system. All
the information from the database can be managed from the Administration
pages(figure 17-22). 
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5.4 Usability Test – Survey Result

The aim of this usability test has been to have insights on the adaptability of the
Android app in the target group after its launch. To this end I have taken 35 per-
sons from different area of life which they say will use the LRT and carried out
two stage process to come to the conclusion. The first stage has been to let them
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install the app on their devices if they are willing to do so or to give them our
devices to show us how to fetch a particular trip and pay for it. So in here recor-
ded the time when the subject is willing to show us taping till the time he roll
his eyeballs to show us the interface for payment.  In the second stage I ex-
plained and showed to the user all the services provided by the Addis LRT Trip
advisor and asked him to rate the app.  The results from this survey have been
illustrated below in the corresponding sections (5.4.1 and 5.4.2).

5.4.1 Information Retrieval Challenges 

The App has been made as much as possible user friendly and easy to use.
However, this view of friendliness has to be tested from the angle of the actual
users. For those users who are familiar to the app, it only takes on average 20
seconds to list down schedules and receive a sms. In this section for those first
time users of the app,  in a controlled manner they are given tasks to get it done
as fast as possible. However, before the task brief explanation about the purpose
of the app,  all the services customers can get and general explanation about
every interface. For this experiment I have taken 50 subjects living in Addis
Ababa city.
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5.4.2 Actual Users Rating for the App

The subjects in the survey are explained about rating applications considering
their satisfactions and expectations. The users have rated the app as in the table
shown below[].
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6 Conclusions 
In the light of the concrete and verifiable goal which is presented in chapter
one, the achievement of this thesis as presented in the Chapter five is so im-
mense. From the technical perspective every single requirements has been ful-
filled nevertheless from the layman perspective assuring the success of these
deliverables is far complex to judge at this stage. However, the usability test
done with 50 persons of different background suggested possible wide use of
the application among the target group in coming years. Some of the challenges
on the usability of the app after deployment includes technology familiarity is-
sues, problem to find appropriate devices for the app, language barriers and In-
ternet cost for some customers. However, still facing these challenges currently,
I believe the community will shape up in a course of time to rely the technology
such as the one presented in this paper to interact socially.     

When it comes to the actual throughput of this paper as a scientific work, it has
solved a real time problem within the target community in a manner worthy of
scientific principles.  In more precise words, the mechanical and electrical work
installed needs further enhancement to make more efficient use of resource, this
has been the throughput of this project. 

Finally, I believe that the company hired to run Addis LRT and going to be in
charge of the server storing the information critical for this application could
come up with terms to take advantage of the full-fledged application presented
in this bachelor’s thesis. 

6.1 Contribution and Impact 

The results of this project could contribute positively in the community where it
was aimed to serve. The impacts are two fold at least. The first and obvious im-
pact is the project could be deployed in the community and serve the smoothing
of the rail transportation. The second impact is the API’s are expected to be
open so that it could be a better beginning for other developers who would like
to take this to the next level such as the integration of Internet of Things and so
on.

6.2 Ethical Deliberations 

The tasks carried out in this bachelor’s thesis are based on the basis of scientific
approaches and agreed upon rules and regulations of resource usage. Especially
with regard to plagiarism and copy right violations, the rules of the Mittuniver-
stetet as well as academically best practices has been strictly followed. Refer-
ences have been listed out for each of the paper and digital resources I have
mentioned in this paper.   
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6.3 Future Work 

The output this project is ready for test in the practical environment and thus I
believe it  is ready for deployment.  However,  regarding the application there
could be more security concerns in the future although at time it is hardly pos-
sible to see where to additional security. Therefore, in the deployment stage, it
would be wise to thoroughly understand where security breach could happen
and brings loss to the company. 
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Appendix A: Rest—Style
XML FORMAT MESSAGES

 

Trips
<trips000s>

 <trips000>
   <arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:00:00-07:00</arrvTime>
   <deptTime>2020-04-15T08:30:00-07:00</deptTime>
   <SId>101</SId>
   <SName>Ayat 2</SName>
   <ssId>1520101001</ssId>
   <trainId>103</trainId>
 </trips000>
 <trips000>
   <arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:00:00-07:00</arrvTime>
   <deptTime>2020-04-15T08:30:00-07:00</deptTime>
   <SId>101</SId>
   <SName>Ayat 2</SName>
   <ssId>1520101001</ssId>
   <trainId>103</trainId>
 </trips000>
 <trips000>
   <arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:00:00-07:00</arrvTime>
   <deptTime>2020-04-15T08:30:00-07:00</deptTime>
   <SId>101</SId>
   <SName>Ayat 2</SName>
   <ssId>1520101001</ssId>
   <trainId>103</trainId>
 </trips000>
 <trips000>
    <arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:06:00-07:00</arrvTime>
   <deptTime>2020-04-15T08:06:00-07:00</deptTime>
   <SId>107</SId>
   <SName>GURD SHOLLA</SName>
   <ssId>1521101003</ssId>
   <trainId>103</trainId>
 </trips000>
 <trips000>
   <arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:06:00-07:00</arrvTime>
   <deptTime>2020-04-15T08:06:00-07:00</deptTime>
   <SId>107</SId>
   <SName>GURD SHOLLA</SName>
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   <ssId>1521101003</ssId>
   <trainId>103</trainId>
 </trips000>
 <trips000>
   <arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:06:00-07:00</arrvTime>
   <deptTime>2020-04-15T08:06:00-07:00</deptTime>
   <SId>107</SId>
   <SName>GURD SHOLLA</SName>
   <ssId>1521101003</ssId>
   <trainId>103</trainId>
 </trips000>
 <trips000>
   <arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:15:00-07:00</arrvTime>
   <deptTime>2020-04-15T08:17:00-07:00</deptTime>
   <SId>151</SId>
   <SName>STADIUM</SName>
   <ssId>1521151005</ssId>
   <trainId>103</trainId>
 </trips000>
 <trips000>
   <arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:15:00-07:00</arrvTime>
   <deptTime>2020-04-15T08:17:00-07:00</deptTime>
   <SId>151</SId>
   <SName>STADIUM</SName>
   <ssId>1521151005</ssId>
   <trainId>103</trainId>
   </trips000>
   <trips000>
   <arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:15:00-07:00</arrvTime>
   <deptTime>2020-04-15T08:17:00-07:00</deptTime>
   <SId>151</SId>
   <SName>STADIUM</SName>
   <ssId>1521151005</ssId>
   <trainId>103</trainId>
 </trips000>
</trips000s>

 

 

 

Stations 
<stationss>
<stations>
<SId>1</SId>
<SName>Ayat 2</SName>
<SNumber>1</SNumber>
</stations>
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<stations>
<SId>101</SId>
<SName>Ayat 2</SName>
<SNumber>1</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>102</SId>
<SName>Meri/CMC 2</SName>
<SNumber>2</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>103</SId>
<SName>CMC 1</SName>
<SNumber>3</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>104</SId>
<SName>ST MICHAEL CHURCH</SName>
<SNumber>4</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>105</SId>
<SName>CIVIL SERVICE COLLEGE</SName>
<SNumber>5</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>106</SId>
<SName>SALITE MIHRETE CHURCH</SName>
<SNumber>6</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>107</SId>
<SName>GURD SHOLLA</SName>
<SNumber>7</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>108</SId>
<SName>MEGENAGNA/ADWA SQUARE</SName>
<SNumber>8</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>109</SId>
<SName>LEM HOTEL</SName>
<SNumber>9</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>110</SId>
<SName>URAEL</SName>
<SNumber>10</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>111</SId>
<SName>ESTIFANOS/ MESKEL SQUARE</SName>
<SNumber>11</SNumber>
</stations>
<stations>
<SId>151</SId>
<SName>STADIUM</SName>
<SNumber>12</SNumber>
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</stations>
</stationss>

 

 

Schedule
<stationSchedules>

  <stationSchedule>
<arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:00:00-07:00</arrvTime>
<deptTime>2020-04-15T08:30:00-07:00</deptTime>
<RId>1</RId>
<SId>101</SId>
<ssId>1520101001</ssId>
<trainId>103</trainId>
</stationSchedule>
<stationSchedule>
<arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:15:00-07:00</arrvTime>
<deptTime>2020-04-15T08:17:00-07:00</deptTime>
<RId>1</RId>
<SId>101</SId>
<ssId>1520101002</ssId>
<trainId>103</trainId>
</stationSchedule>
<stationSchedule>
<arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:30:00-07:00</arrvTime>
<deptTime>2020-04-15T08:32:00-07:00</deptTime>
<RId>1</RId>
<SId>101</SId>
<ssId>1520101003</ssId>
<trainId>103</trainId>
</stationSchedule>
<stationSchedule>
<arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:06:00-07:00</arrvTime>
<deptTime>2020-04-15T08:06:00-07:00</deptTime>
<RId>1</RId>
<SId>107</SId>
<ssId>1521101003</ssId>
<trainId>103</trainId>
</stationSchedule>
<stationSchedule>
<arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:21:00-07:00</arrvTime>
<deptTime>2020-04-15T08:23:00-07:00</deptTime>
<RId>1</RId>
<SId>107</SId>
<ssId>1521101004</ssId>
<trainId>103</trainId>
</stationSchedule>
<stationSchedule>
<arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:36:00-07:00</arrvTime>
<deptTime>2020-04-15T08:38:00-07:00</deptTime>
<RId>1</RId>
<SId>107</SId>
<ssId>1521101005</ssId>
<trainId>103</trainId>
</stationSchedule>
<stationSchedule>
<arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:15:00-07:00</arrvTime>
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<deptTime>2020-04-15T08:17:00-07:00</deptTime>
<RId>1</RId>
<SId>151</SId>
<ssId>1521151005</ssId>
<trainId>103</trainId>
</stationSchedule>
<stationSchedule>
<arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:30:00-07:00</arrvTime>
<deptTime>2020-04-15T08:32:00-07:00</deptTime>
<RId>1</RId>
<SId>151</SId>
<ssId>1521151006</ssId>
<trainId>103</trainId>
</stationSchedule>
<stationSchedule>
<arrvTime>2020-04-15T08:30:00-07:00</arrvTime>
<deptTime>2020-04-15T08:32:00-07:00</deptTime>
<RId>1</RId>
<SId>151</SId>
<ssId>1521151007</ssId>
<trainId>103</trainId>
</stationSchedule>
</stationSchedules>

 

 

Trains
<trainss>
<trains>
<TId>101</TId>
<TNumber>111111</TNumber>
</trains>
<trains>
<TId>102</TId>
<TNumber>111112</TNumber>
</trains>
<trains>
<TId>103</TId>
<TNumber>111113</TNumber>
</trains>
<trains>
<TId>104</TId>
<TNumber>111114</TNumber>
</trains>
<trains>
<TId>105</TId>
<TNumber>111115</TNumber>
</trains>
<trains>
<TId>106</TId>
<TNumber>111116</TNumber>
</trains>
<trains>
<TId>107</TId>
<TNumber>111117</TNumber>
</trains>
<trains>
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<TId>108</TId>
<TNumber>111118</TNumber>
</trains>
<trains>
<TId>109</TId>
<TNumber>111119</TNumber>
</trains>
<trains>
<TId>110</TId>
<TNumber>1111110</TNumber>
</trains>
</trainss>

 

 

Users
<users>
<user>
<description>tester</description>
<firstName>dms</firstName>
<id>user_001</id>
<lastName>tdla</lastName>
<middleName>mknn</middleName>
<password>123456</password>
</user>
<user>
<description>tester 2</description>
<firstName>dms jr</firstName>
<id>user_002</id>
<lastName>tdla</lastName>
<middleName>mknn</middleName>
<password>123456</password>
</user>
<user>
<description>request.getParameter(description)</description>
<firstName>request.getParameter(first_name)</firstName>
<id>request.getParameter(user_id)_</id>
<lastName>request.getParameter(last_name)</lastName>
<middleName>request.getParameter(middle_name)</middleName>
<password>request.getParameter(user_Password)</password>
</user>
<user>
<description>test</description>
<firstName>dms</firstName>
<id>dms_test_</id>
<lastName>tdla</lastName>
<middleName>mknn</middleName>
<password>123456</password>
</user>
<user>
<description>null</description>
<firstName>null</firstName>
<id>null</id>
<lastName>null</lastName>
<middleName>null</middleName>
<password>null</password>
</user>
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</users>

 

 

 

Routs
<routss>
<routs>
<RId>1</RId>
<RName>AYAT 2 TO TORHAILOCH</RName>
<RNumber>1</RNumber>
</routs>
<routs>
<RId>2</RId>
<RName>TORHAILOCH TO AYAT 2</RName>
<RNumber>2</RNumber>
</routs>
<routs>
<RId>3</RId>
<RName>KALITI TO MENELIK II SQUARE</RName>
<RNumber>3</RNumber>

 </routs>
 <routs>
<RId>4</RId>
<RName>MENELIK II SQUARE TO KALITI</RName>
<RNumber>4</RNumber>

  </routs>
</routss>
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